
Relax and reinvigorate

The most beautiful nails!

Oligoforce Lumination - 55 min* £85  
Skin cleansing with heating mask 
and exfoliation with peeling + facial 
modelling + correction of dark 
spots and wrinkles with lumination 
OLIGOMER® sheet mask and its specific 
OLIGOMER® serum + active modelling 
of the eye contour with a relaxing mask 
for a radiant contour + application of 
adapted face and eyes contour cream

Marine breeze - 45 min* £75
Skin cleansing with heating mask 
and exfoliation with peeling + facial 
modelling for a fresh and depolluted 
complexion with the combination of 
specific serum and radiance reviving 
freshness mask + application of 
adapted face and eye contour cream

Skin escape for men- 45 min* £70 
Skin cleansing with heating mask 
and exfoliation with peeling or 
hydra-exfoliation mist + specific face 
modelling in combination with adapted 
serum and mask + application of 
adapted face and eye contour cream

Hydraoriginel - 45 min* £75  
Exfoliation with hydra-exfoliation mist 
and skin cleansing with heating mask 
+ facial modelling in combination with 
serum and mask for intense hydration 
+ application of adapted face and eye
contour cream

Clear skin express - 20 min* £35
Skin cleansing with heating mask + 
radiant reviving and relaxing mask + 
application of adapted face and eye 
contour cream

In addition to all facial treatments

Eye perfection* - 10 min* £15
Active modelling of the eye contour +  
relaxing eye smoothing mask for a 
radiant eye contour
* Already included in Oligoforce 
Lumination

Perfect smile - 5 min* £10
Lip exfoliation + youthful lip mask

FOOT CARE

Beauty foot care - 40 min* £50
A treatment to replenish and moisturize 
the feet. Exfoliation combined with a 
relaxing modelling for a sublime foot 
beauty treatment.

Beauty foot care De Luxe 
45 min* £58

Beauty foot care + nail polish

Beauty foot care De Luxe + 
50 min* £60
Beauty foot care + French nail polish

FACIAL TREATEMENTS 
BY PHYTOMER

FOR ALL

Amma Massage is a precise method carried out 
while you are clothed and seated. It is particularly 
effective in eliminating stress and muscle tension.
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Number one in the world for professional nail products, O.P.I combines high 
performance technology with a keen sense of colour. Discover our range of  
semi-permanent varnishes which guarantee you perfect hands throughout  
your holiday and beyond.

RELAXING break

NAIL bar (O.P.I )

20 
min* £30

20 
min* £25

Long lasting polish GC - 30 min*  £28 
File + cuticule care + moisturizer  
+ brush on long lasting polish

Long lasting polish French
Manicure GC - 40 min*  £30 
File + cuticule care + moisturizer + brush 
on long lasting French polish

Infinite Shine Manicure - 30 min*  £24 
File + cuticule care + moisturizer  
+ Infinite Shine nail polish

Infinite Shine French Manicure - 40 min* £26 
File + cuticule care + moisturizer  
+ Infinite Shine French nail polish

Classic nail polish Manicure - 30 min* £22
File + cuticule care + moisturizer  
+ nail polish

Classic French nail polish Manicure 
40 min*  £24 
File + cuticule care + moisturizer  
+ French nail polish

Beauty hand treatment - 30 min*  £19 
File + cuticule care + exfoliating 
softening scrub + anti-ageing serum  
+ moisturizing hand modelling

LUXURY MANICURE by O.P.I

Beauty hand treatment + Long lasting 
polish GC - 40 min*  £38

Beauty hand treatment + Long lasting 
French polish GC - 45 min*  £40

Beauty hand treatment + Infinite Shine 
nail polish - 40 min*  £34

Beauty hand treatment + Infinite Shine 
French nail polish - 45min*  £36

Beauty hand treatment + Classic nail 
polish - 40 min*  £32

Beauty hand treatment + Classic French 
nail polish - 45 min*  £34

Removal for long lasting polish GC - £10

 Moisturizing hand mask - £4

Classic formula 
2 treatments 
30 min*  £25

Revitalises your facial 
skin with an anti-ageing 
or hydrating mask. 
Then, enjoy 25 minutes 
of total body therapy 
in the ‘Perfect Serenity 
Chair’. 

Premium formula
3 treatments 

30 min*  £28

In addition to the 
classic formula: the 
application of a 
moisturising hand  
OR foot mask.

Excellence formula
4 treatments
30 min*  £32

In addition to the 
classic formula:  
the application of a 
moisturising hand  
AND foot mask.

This relaxing treatment has been 
especially designed for our ships by our 

partner Leonor Greyl. 

A personalised hair diagnosis with a micro-viewer 
is followed by a relaxing scalp massage with the 
application of an invigorating tonic and a hand 
massage with oil.

HAIR spa
A combination of face and body 

treatments for complete well-being

EXCEPTIONAL journeys

A well-being tea from the Kusmi Tea range is offered after each facial treatment.

BEAUTY bubble
BRITTANY FERRIES and PHYTOMER are 

passionate about the sea and believe in its 
immense benefits for the skin.

PHYTOMER combines high performance treatments 
with renowned expertise gained from 50 years’ 
experience in the world’s best spas.

PHYTOMER products are created using natural 
ingredients carefully selected in respect of the sea 
and its biodiversity. Mainly originating from Brittany, 
the formulas rely on the effectiveness of organic, 
wild, and eco-responsible marine active ingredients. 

REVITALISING journey
Enjoy a serene and revitalising moment  

to relieve your stress

The revitalising room has two state of-the-art massage 
chairs that produce exceptional results using three  
Shiatsu massage therapies.

Treatment only available on board Pont-Aven. 

GLOBAL
response
BEAUTY
expertise

BEAUTÉ - RELAXATION - BIEN-ÊTRE 
INNOVATION - RAJEUNISSEMENT

CARTE  
DES SOINS15 

min* £10

Indulge yourself with our bespoke  
‘Zen and Beauty’ services created with 
your well-being at sea in mind. 

Designed for all, they guarantee 
instant results. 

We use the very best and most  
up-to-date products in the field of 
beauty treatment and we turn  
the sea into skincare.

ENTER 
a bubble  

of well-being

TREAT YOURSELF  
to a moment of 

pure relaxation, a 
revitalising break, 
or a rejuvenating 
beauty therapy.

*Indicative treatment time. 
A well-being tea from the Kusmi Tea range is offered after each facial and body treatment.

*Indicative treatment time. 
A well-being tea from the Kusmi Tea range is offered after each facial and body treatment.

*Indicative treatment time. 
A well-being tea from the Kusmi Tea range is offered after each facial and body treatment.*Indicative treatment time. 
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